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In partnership with SkyBitz Petroleum Logisitcs (formerly SMARTLogix™), DM2 has taken truck automation to the next level. SkyBitz’s SMARTruck solution keeps your petroleum
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DM2 Software’s SMARTruck
Truck Automation Integration

Eliminate Manual Entries

Eliminate double entries and keying errors by automatically populating Customer Account
or ShipTo addresses, Sales Order, Bill of Lading and Inventory Item Maintenance screens
between systems in real-time.

Improve Inventory Control

Maintain up-to-the-minute inventory control with real-time wireless communications. Also
integrates with SMARTLogix’s SMARTank tank monitors.

Increase Cash Flow

Reduce the time from delivery to invoice by automatically capturing delivery information in
real-time. Capture signatures digitally to verify proof of delivery.

Increase Margins

Increase dollar margins per gallon delivered by identifying Best Buy pricing opportunities
and maximizing delivery routing with GPS logistics tracking.

Reduce Paperwork

Eliminate the paperwork associated with your order entry, dispatch and delivery functions.

ABOUT
SkyBitz is a leader in commercial telematics with businesses focused on providing
rapidly deployable solutions for enterprise and local fleets, tank monitoring and petroleum logistics. SkyBitz’ end-to-end solutions can dramatically increase customer
efficiencies, lower operating costs and unlock new capacity to generate revenue
from their existing investment. As an innovator, SkyBitz was the first to bring a SaaS
(solution as a service) model to the long-haul trailer tracking industry, making it easier and more cost effective for customers to have the data and analytics they require
without the high overhead of hardware. SkyBitz was the first to launch a tracking solution specifically designed for intermodal chassis. And most recently, SkyBitz
launched the only two-way global satellite communication and IECEx/ATEX Zone 0
certified tracking device for the oil and gas industry. On a daily basis, our customer
success teams are focused on delivering meaningful and rapid ROI through comprehensive turnkey deployment services.
For information on DM2 Software products and services, e-mail, sales@dm2.com,
call (800) 866-5151, or visit the DM2 Software website at www.dm2.com.
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